
The Genetics of Scrapie Susceptibility 
 

Scrapie is an infectious disease; a susceptible animal must come in contact with the 
disease agent to become infected.  Scrapie does not occur in any sheep of any genotype 
that has not been exposed to the infectious agent.  However, once exposed to the agent, 
the genotype of the animal has a profound effect on which sheep may become infected 
and eventually die.  The interaction between the scrapie agent and host genetics is not 
fully understood.  The following is a summary of the current knowledge.  It is possible 
that additional genes or sites on the prion gene will be identified that will also impact 
susceptibility. 
 
General Background 
To understand the genetic component of scrapie, it is necessary to review some of the 
basics of molecular genetics. In the 1950’s Watson and Crick discovered that the genetic 
code was contained in the double helix molecule of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). The 
basic unit of DNA consists of three chemical elements (a nitrogenous base, a phosphate 
group, and a deoxyribose sugar molecule). This unit is known as a nucleotide. DNA is 
present in all nucleated cells of the body and is passed to subsequent generations in the 
eggs and sperm of mammalian species. Subsequently, it was discovered that DNA 
encodes proteins.  Proteins are composed of amino acid chains. Scientists have 
determined that DNA codes the amino acid sequence of proteins through sets of three 
nucleotide bases.  Each set of three nucleotide bases is called a codon; each codon codes 
for one amino acid.  Chromosomes are made up of DNA strands.  Chromosomes always 
occur in pairs one from the sire and one from the dam. The two chromosomes that make 
up a chromosome pair code for the same proteins.   
 
The amino acid sequence that makes up a specific protein usually remains constant from 
generation to generation and from animal to animal within a species.   Rarely, a change 
occurs at a codon site resulting in a different amino acid sequence, this variability in 
amino acid sequence is known as polymorphism. In most instances, polymorphism is 
thought to have little effect on the resulting protein produced. However, in the case of the 
normal prion protein (PrP cellular), polymorphism can have a profound effect on scrapie 
susceptibility.   
 
All animals that have been studied have a gene that codes for the normal prion protein.  
The function of normally occurring cellular prion protein is unknown. 
 
Understanding the Scrapie Agent’s Interaction with the Host Genotype  
The current state of knowledge about what causes scrapie must be examined to 
understand how different codons influence susceptibility to scrapie. Various causes of 
scrapie have been theorized; however, a majority of scientists believe that the causative 
agent is an abnormal form of a normally occurring cellular prion protein known as PrP 
scrapie. PrP cellular, the normally occurring cellular prion protein, is found in all tissues 
that have been examined. Stanley Prusiner received the Nobel Prize in 1998 for his work 
supporting this theory. The basis of this theory is that an abnormally conformed prion 
protein, PrP scrapie, serves as a template to influence a geometrical conformation change 



in the normal PrP cellular produced by the exposed animal. This abnormal protein (PrP 
scrapie) accumulates. After a period of months and more often years, it causes nervous 
system dysfunction and, eventually, the death of the animal. The abnormal prion proteins 
(PrP scrapie) may be found in the nervous system, the spleen, lymph nodes, placenta, 
intestine, blood, pancreas, ovary, and liver of infected sheep.   
 
The gene that encodes the normal prion protein has polymorphisms at codons 136, 154, 
and 171 that influence the ability of the prion cellular protein structure to be 
geometrically altered by the PrP scrapie template when the animal is exposed to it.  
 
At this time, no such polymorphisms have been identified for goats.  All goats, therefore, 
must be assumed to be susceptible.   
 
Genetic Susceptibility to Scrapie 

• Codon 136 codes for either the amino acid valine (V) or alanine (A); 
• Codon 154 codes for either histidine (H) or arginine (R); and 

o Codon 154 plays a minor role in scrapie susceptibility and is not often 
used in the United States.  Codon 154 is not a consideration in the US 
Scrapie Eradication Program at this time. 

• Codon 171 codes for glutamine (Q), arginine (R), lysine (K), or histidine (H).   
o The presence of H at 171 is presently thought to be equivalent to Q for 

scrapie resistance. K at 171 has recently been found in a few Barbados 
sheep, its effect on scrapie resistance has not been studied. 

  
 
US sheep have 3 major forms (alleles) of the scrapie susceptibility gene: AQ, AR, and 
VQ and 2 minor forms AH and AK.  The VQ allele occurs at a significantly lower 
frequency than AQ or AR.  For the purpose of this discussion H or K at 171 will be 
considered equivalent to Q.  Each sheep inherits two copies of each gene and thus two 
alleles (one from each parent). Codons 136 and 171 are close together on the same 
chromosome so the offspring will always receive one of the alleles of each parent and not 
a mixture of the two. In the United States, codon 171 appears to be the major determinant 
of relative scrapie susceptibility. In some flocks, codon 136 may also play a role.  
 
Each gene has a pair of alleles, one on each chromosome of a chromosome pair. Alleles 
reside in the same site on each chromosome.  When only codons 171 and 136 are 
considered and H or K at 171 is treated as a Q at 171, there are only four combinations 
that need to be considered in order to eliminate scrapie from a flock AARR, AAQR, 
AVQR, and QQ. 
 

1. AA RR sheep are nearly completely resistance to scrapie. Only one case (in 
Japan) has ever been reported.  These sheep are highly unlikely to carry or 
transmit scrapie;  

2. AA QR sheep are rarely susceptible.  In rare cases, AA QR sheep in Europe have 
become infected.  Most but not all cases have been in flocks with high scrapie 
prevalence.  It is unknown whether infected AA QR sheep can transmit the 



disease.  The risk from exposed AA QR sheep is probably minor, since infected 
AA QR sheep are rare and it is unusual for PrP scrapie to be found outside the 
brain of these sheep; 

3. AV QR sheep are somewhat susceptible to some scrapie strains.  Two cases have 
been identified in the US.  The risk from exposed AV QR sheep is probably 
minor, since infected AV QR sheep are rare and it is unusual for PrP scrapie to be 
found outside the brain of these sheep. AV QR sheep are significantly less 
susceptible to the scrapie strains that affect them than are the QQ sheep that are 
affected by these strains  

4. QQ Sheep  (AA QQ, AV QQ, and VV QQ) are susceptible to scrapie and can 
transmit the disease to susceptible flock mates.  

 
 
Genetics as a Tool for Eradicating Scrapie 
Genetic selection is being used as the primary means of scrapie control in the Netherlands 
and the United Kingdom. In the United States, the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s 
(USDA) Animal Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) is using genetic testing to 
determine which exposed animals must be removed or restricted in affected flocks and 
which are free to move unrestricted.  APHIS policy recognizes the importance of codon 
171 and the potential importance of codon 136 in the transmission of scrapie in the 
United States.     
 
The National Genetics Based Flock Clean-up Plan allows affected producers to retain or 
move RR sheep, AA QR sheep, and most AV QR sheep without restriction.  It also calls 
for the removal or restriction of all exposed QQ ewes, exposed female goats, and the 
female offspring of scrapie positive female animals. In a minority of flocks where 
positive AV QR sheep are identified, exposed AV QR ewes will be removed or restricted. 
In other flocks when requested by the owner APHIS will remove exposed AV QR ewes 
for study.  All scrapie positive and suspect animals must be removed.  In the unlikely 
event that scrapie is found in a sheep that is neither QQ nor AV QR, additional animals 
may be required to be removed or restricted.  
 
In a small percentage of flocks that are either heavily infected, that have cleaned up and 
then had a recurrence of scrapie in animals born on the premises, or where the 
epidemiology is different from that seen in most flocks additional animals may be 
purchased for study and/or additional restrictions may be placed on the flock.  
 
Owners of affected flocks that comply with the requirements of the National Genetics 
Based Flock Clean-up Plan are eligible for indemnification of any animals that are 
removed as part of the flock plan in accordance with Title 9 Code of Federal Regulations, 
part 54.  Flocks whose owners do not retain restricted female animals will not be 
considered exposed flocks once they have completed the flock cleanup plan.  If an owner 
elects to retain restricted female animals, additional restrictions will be placed on the 
flock. These flocks will be considered exposed flocks until all such animals are removed 
or a five-year monitoring plan is completed. 
 



Other Tools for Eradicating Scrapie 
In addition to a genetics based flock clean up plan, USDA is using several tools to 
eradicate scrapie.  These include (1) finding infected and source flocks through the 
testing of exposed animals traced out of known infected flocks and, beginning in April 
2003, through slaughter surveillance, (2) identification of sheep and goats in commerce to 
allow for effective tracing of scrapie positive and exposed animals, (3) restricting the 
movement of genetically susceptible exposed animals, and (4) educating producers, 
veterinarians, and others about clinical signs of scrapie.  


